2016-2017
MAC Maple Grove School Uniform Requirements

Assalamu Alaikum Parents,
Please view the enclosed uniform pricing and item details.
We recommend that you buy at least 4-5 shirts or 3-4 uniforms per child that will last him/her for the whole school
year (10 months). Please check the size charts before ordering sizes to ensure that your child is outfitted with the
proper size. Allow for 2-5% shrinkage. There will be NO exchanges or returns.
The formal MAC MGS uniform is a red polo shirt (long/short sleeves) and loose, navy blue khaki
bottoms (pants/skirt). Each student is required to have at least one formal uniform which can be worn during
special school events as well as school/class pictures.

Students are required to be in uniform by the first day of school, Wednesday, September 7th 2016.

GIRLS JK to Gr. 3 and BOYS JK to Gr. 8
FORMAL UNIFORM
a. LOOSE, navy blue khaki pants (no jeans or slim/skinny pants) externally purchased
b. Red MAC MGS polo shirt (short or long sleeves) item #108 or #107
c. Optional: MAC MGS cardigan or jacket item #400M or #403
GYM UNIFORM* (ALL students are required to be in proper gym attire during gym days.)
a. MAC MGS gym t-shirt (short or long sleeves) item #608 or #607
b. MAC MGS navy blue track pants item #452
c. Or Plain, navy blue knee-length sports shorts (no stripes) externally purchased
* Students NOT dressed in proper gym uniform will be prevented from participating during gym class.
UNIFORM OPTION 2 (girls only)
a. Red MAC MGS polo shirt (short or long sleeves) item #108 or #107
b. MAC MGS tunic item #622P
c. White or navy blue tights externally purchased

JK and SK students ONLY may wear the gym uniform everyday if parents feel this is easier for washroom use or for
other reasons.

(continued…)

2016-2017
MAC Maple Grove School Uniform Requirements
GIRLS Gr. 4 to Gr. 8
FORMAL UNIFORM
a.
b.
c.
d.

LOOSE, navy blue khaki pants (no jeans or slim/skinny pants) externally purchased
Red MAC MGS long sleeves extra-long polo shirt item #107L
Optional: MAC MGS cardigan or jacket item #400M or #403
Hijab (navy blue or white) items #802 or #801 (or any other navy blue or white hijab)

GYM UNIFORM* (ALL students are required to be in proper gym attire during gym days.)
a. MAC MGS long sleeves extra-long gym t-shirt item #607L
b. MAC MGS navy blue track pants item #452
c. Hijab (navy blue or white) items #802 or #801 (or any other navy blue or white hijab)
* Students NOT dressed in proper gym uniform will be prevented from participating during gym class.
UNIFORM OPTION 2
a.
b.
c.
d.

Red MAC MGS long sleeves polo shirt item #107
MAC MGS tunic item #622P
LOOSE, navy blue khaki pants (no jeans or slim/skinny pants) externally purchased
Hijab (navy blue or white) items #802 or #801 (or any other navy blue or white hijab)

UNIFORM OPTION 3
a. MAC MGS navy blue abaya item #701
b. Hijab (navy blue or white) items #802 or #801 (or any other navy blue or white hijab)

CLOTHING THAT IS NOT ALLOWED:
 Jeans
 Slim or skinny pants
 Turtlenecks
 White shirts, blouses or t-shirts
 Long sleeves shirts under the red MAC MGS short sleeves polo shirt
 External sweaters/hoodies inside the building during school hours (only MAC MGS cardigan/jacket)
Students not dressed properly will be given a warning for their first offence and a note written in their planner. The
second time, students will be sent to the office and prevented from attending classes. Parents will be given the
option of bringing them a change of clothes or taking them home for the day.

Jazakum Allah khairan.
MAC Maple Grove School

